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THIS INSTRUCTION BOOKLET CONTAINS IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION. PLEASE READ AND KEEP FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.

Visit us: www.costway.com
Follow CostwayPlease give us a chance to make it right and do better！

Contact our friendly customer service department for help first. 

Replacements for missing or damaged parts will be shipped ASAP!
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Contact Us!
Do NOT return this item. 

Contact our friendly customer service department for help first. 

E-mail
 US: cs.us@costway.com
 UK: cs.uk@costway.com

Before You Start

Please read all instructions carefully.

Retain instructions for future reference.

Seperate and count all parts and hardware.

Read through each step carefully and follow the proper order.

We recommend that, where possible, all items are assembled 

near to the area in which they will be placed in use, to avoid 

moving the product unnecessarily once assembled.

Always place the product on a flat, steady and stable surface.

Keep all small parts and packaging materials for this product 

away from babies and children as they potentially pose a 

serious choking hazard.
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  Figure of scooter’s parts

1. Compass
2. Handlebar glove
3. Handlebar 
4. Brake handle
5. Lock
6. Folding pole
7. Fixation sliding sleeve of folding pole
8. Front wheel
9. Fixer of front wheel
10.Front wheel’s bracket and the main part’s gasket
11. Main piece of bottom plate
12.Strengthening bottom cover
13. Music box
14. Fastener of main cover’s lamp belt
15. Main cover
16. Footbrake
17. handbrake
18. Rear wheel
19. Screw
20. Front axle
21. Front wheel’s bearing (type:608)
22. Rear wheel’s bearing
23. Rear axle
24. Tension spring
25. Spring
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 Screw1

 Screw2

Pull the fixation
sliding sleeve

upward  to  fold
the  scooter

  
   

Diagram of folding

Figure 1-1 Sketch map of 
loosening hanger

Figure 1-2 Sketch map of hanger 
combination

1. This bicycle is folding type,move the folding vertical rod upright upwards
    before using;first press the feet brake pad downwards with hand to separate
    folding fixation hook with feet brake pad (check Figure 1-1 for details);
    after separation, slowly raise handlebar and fixation sliding sleeve will
    move downwards automatically with the effect of spring; the sound of 
   “bang” means fixation has been completed and the bicycle can be use 
    (for the sake of safety,don’t put your hands at comer while the restoration
    of folding) (as shown in Figure 1) .
2.If you want to fold it back,press folding vertical rod downwards after
   lifting its sliding sleeve about 25mm,when you hear the sound of “bang”
   (as Figure 1-2) after tightly clasping handlebar hanger and feet brake pad,
    the folding of the whole bicycle is completed; it is convenient to carry.
3. When adjusting the handlebar’s height, firstly release the locking buckle 
    of telescopic tube ,move up and down with the marble pressed,then
    adjust the telescopic tube to the ideal height,and fasten the locker of telescopic
    tube.(Fig.3)
4.When adjusting the brake line, fasten the nut end of brake line on the slot
   of rear wheel’s hand brake sheet,and then fasten the nut . The brake
   sensitivity can be adjusted by adjusting the nut on the brake line . The 2
   adjusting nuts are shown in (Fig.4)
   If the brake is too loose ,move the two nuts downward . Otherwise, move
   them upward.

Rotation angle

Fig.1

Fig.3 Fig.4

1. Hold  the handlebar to control the direction of movement and 
    balance the driver’s boby,and then the scooter will slide forward.

2.In order to brake or stop the scooter,step the footbrake or pull the 
   handbrake with your hand.

Diagram of Brake

5. Dual-purpose brakes are installed on this scooter, respectively

    footbrake and handbrake. In the movement,the music box installed at

    the inner side of the bottom can play beautiful music,and the two sides 

    will emit 4-color lights, which will allow the driver beauty and fun.

6. Never allow water’s immersion in the movement, otherwise the

    electronic components at the bottom will be damaged.
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Steeringschematic diagram

Battery installation schematic diagram

Cover of battety

 Stop

 Indicator

Indicator
of Music

Fastener of light belt

Fastening screw
    of cross cover

3.Stand on the pedal and slide forward.If you want to turn to the left,
   incline the handlebar in the direction of arrow.
4.If you want to turn to the right, incline the handlebar in the direction 
   of arrow.

5. start the switch of music box at the bottom plate, then you can enjoy 

    wonderful music in your driving. The dull light or sound indicates that 

    the battery will run out,and please replace it (No.7 battery) as soon as 

    possible.

6.When the music box is started,the lamp belt shown above will shine 

   colorfully.

Warning
- Age scope: Only the children above three years old

- The caregiver can never leave the children playing this scooter alone.

- This scooter is not transportation means,and never drive it in dangerous 

  zones like streets or road.

- Never drive it in rugged and places or other places with security risks.

- Please use this product in correct method to avoid any danger.

- Please check the insta lation and fastening of components before use it.

- Its highest limit of weight is 50kg,and overloading is strictly prohibited,so 

  as not to damage the components.

- The object hung on the handlebar,if there is any,will affect the stability of the 

  scooter.

- Please take away the packaging in timely manner to avoid environmental 

  pollution.

- Please keep the Installation Instruction properly for future care and use.

Maintenance of scooter 
1. Cleaning:Clean the scooter with soft dry cloth rather than car wax or water.

2. Storage:This product can not be placed in high-temperature or damp 

    environment or near the fire, and it should be covered for storage.

3. Regularly check to find whether the screws become loose or the parts 

    are damaged,and if necessary,replace the damaged parts.When 

    dismantling them,please carefully read this Installation Instruction for 

    proper operation, and tighten the fastener,so as to remove any potential 

    trouble.

4.The configuration of some styles may be reduced without notice.This is 

    a general instruction.
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Welcome to visit our website and purchase our quality products!

Reward Points
Exclusive Customer Service
Personalized Recommendations
Permanent Shopping Cart
Order History

We would like to extend our heartfelt thanks to 

all of our customers for taking time to assemble 

this product and giving us valuable feedbacks.
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Your suggestions and comments for COSTWAY are really important to us! 
We sincerely solicit you to go back to our shop and leave a good rating in just a 
simple click. It would be quite encouraging if you could kindly do so like below:

February 24, 2019
Great products so far. Fast delivery, easy setup, and working without any issues. 

Great products so far

With your inspiring rating, COSTWAY will be more consistent to offer you 
EASY SHOPPING EXPERIENCE, GOOD PRODUCTS and EFFICIENT SERVICE!

US office: Fontana, California
UK office: Ipswich
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